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In June 2010, Dawn Kneafsey, HR
Director for a market leading company
within the fenestration industry,
interviewed Mike Lane for a senior
post as Commercial Director.

Now over a decade on and as Dawn
Simpson Lane, she interviews him
again on an informal basis around the
wider topic of having an entire career
within the Construction Industry and
what he feels about its future.

generations with the complexity and
enormity of issues that it currently
holds.

Currently working as Group Managing
Director within the Water
Management sector alongside being a
Non-Executive Director for Lanes HR, 
 Mike still remains very much involved
in the Industry and is passionate
(albeit a little concerned) about its
future 

Between them, they have served 55+
years within the Industry and now as
Managing Director of CIHR,
Construction Industry HR, [a sub-
division of Lanes HR] which is an
outsourced provider of HR and
business advice specifically to the
Construction Industry, Dawn asks
some  probing questions about his
time in the industry past, present and
future and how he sees the world of
construction unfolding for future 

The 'Second' Interview

Over half a century
working within

Construction
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Mike Simpson Lane's
Construction life journey
Some 30 years ago after spending time working in my

grandads factory making bed frames, I commenced my life

long career in construction in the wonderful city of

Manchester, which was, at that time, close to my home town. 

Whilst my career has touched on many different aspects of

the construction industry, either through jobs, networks,

friends, clients, suppliers or Industry bodies, it's probably

fair to say that for a large proportion of those years I have

been surrounded by metal of some kind but predominantly

aluminium.

I started in aluminium extrusion mills, serving many sub

sectors within the Industry from scaffolding to building

systems and most things in between.

Then considerable time was spent in Commercial and

Managing Director roles specifically in aluminium systems

and I had the pleasure of being involved with some of the

most technological and prestigious buildings within the UK.

More recently, however, my path has turned towards water

management, where my focus is on collecting, cleaning,

holding and releasing water across urban, rural, highways,

airports, rail and general infrastructure, to name a few. It is

definitely a change of focus for me but one I am significantly

enjoying. 

My career has certainly seen me move home quite a few

times across the UK but it has also offered me some enviable

moments when working with some of the Industry's key

players and being able to play my part in creating some of the

most stunning buildings around.
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What do you think the general

perception is about the Construction

Industry ?

How long do I have on this question because
it's a hugely topical subject and has been for
many years? 

My honest answer to this would be that it
depends on who you are asking. 

One of the biggest issues we have is that the
word "construction" denotes many different
things to different individuals, however,
very few people (from outside of the
industry) actually know the extent and
scope to which construction spans.

In my opinion the construction industry still
suffers from a huge divide and mix in 
 quality and service levels, literally from the
unsavoury cowboy builder to some of the
most innovative technology  in the world. 

When you get such a huge spread of quality
that's when standards can and are really
compromised when situations occur like the
dumbing down of specs, inferior products
being used and non existent after sales and
service. 

However, whilst price point, quick delivery
and squeezed margins still remain at the
forefront of many decision maker's
thoughts there will always be a place for low
budget and reduced service-level
companies.

To the normal by stander I believe the
overall perception is that it is still very
traditional in its methods which certainly
affects its appeal. 

Equally, whilst many great in-roads to
improvement have been made the sector
still remains hugely behind the times in
both digitalisation and image, which further
decreases the attractiveness.

Sadly, I think most people will never see the
beauty, thrill and buzz of the Industry
unless they are in it - which, therefore, calls
to key players and industry leaders to
combine together and carve out the future
in a way that creates attraction through
efficiency, technology and standards which
will engage people to be able to enjoy a
great career as I have.

How or why did you choose a career

in Construction?

I know this may sound a bit of a cliché,
but it really was not a conscious decision
of mine in my early career, so you could
say that the industry found me...
However, once started I found the
Industry with all its nuances and its
diverse challenges really intriguing and I
then began to gain a deep interest in it. So
I suppose it is for that  reason that I then
chose to stay in it.
Equally, and this is something that has
also played a huge part - but whilst some
days have and can be hugely demanding
and challenging, the long lasting
friendships I have built along the way
have actually made my career most
enjoyable.

What has been the highlight of your
career?
I'm not 100% sure that this is not a trick
question and that I should be saying
'meeting you'? Thinking about it though,
you asked me this in my first interview
with you, and I struggled to answer it
then....
I think if my family were answering they
would say my career progression from
self-starter, but although I am extremely
proud of my career that is not my true
highlight. For me, it has been having
some remarkable opportunities, that I
may not have otherwise had and being in
the position to travel to some stunning
locations, meeting some wonderful
people and learning about their cultures,
having the  occasion to stay in some
luxurious hotels and sharing some fine
dining experiences with some truly
inspirational people that I aspire to.

What's your view?
Perception
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" I didn't
choose the

construction
life; the

construction 
 life chose

me."



Current 'Talking Points' 
also their own motivators and passions. 
It is, however, a fact, and a growing concern, that
the skills gap within the industry is increasing   
 with no real concrete solution as to the way out
of it as yet.

Saying that, if young people of today have a poor
perception of the industry, if it remains behind
the times on technology and digitalisation and if
they are not made aware of all the fantastic
careers they can build for themselves within the
sector - then ultimately how can we start to solve
the crisis?

One of the biggest issues is that there is just not
enough positive targeting to the right audiences. 

For me, we can discuss many issues in the press,
on the news and in all forms of other adult media,
but the young people who we actually need to
target would just not be tuned into those 
 conversations. 

What are your thoughts on women in

Construction?

Yet again this is a topic that has a huge mixed
response depending upon who you talk to.
For me, there is no debate my answer is plain and
simple and one that I have stuck to my entire
career.

I think people should be awarded jobs on the
skills, experience, qualification and attitude they
can bring to it, and it has nothing whatsoever to
do with gender, or, for that matter, any other form
of protected characteristic.

IF YOU CAN DO THE JOB WELL, 
YOU'VE GOT THE JOB..

 
Again, for me, it all points to more promotion of
what the 'construction' industry is, what careers
there are within it, ways in which you can enter
and, dare I say, some real positive actions from
the key players in the Industry to start to break
this cycle of it still being a male-dominated
industry.

"Other industries have made huge
improvements in diversity now we need 

to as well"
 

Wet & dirty
Back breaking
Unreliable / weather dependent
Early starts
Lacks diversity / male dominated
Way behind the times
Hard work for low wages 

Sadly, I think if you asked young people between
ages 5 and 15 what their perception is of
"construction", you would mostly hear;

Now whilst the above can be reality at times, if
your perception of the industry was like this,
would it attract you to join? I'm not sure it would
me!
Therefore, we need to  collaborate within the
Industry itself and take our current skills and
knowledge straight to this target audience as it's
the next generations who we will need to rely
upon to execute the next stages of growth and
development in the industry.

Why do you think the industry is struggling
to attract the younger generations?

Whilst some of this has been covered already 
I think there are many reasons for this growing
concern. It would also depend on age, upbringing,
geographical location, the parents and/or
influencers within a young person's life, and 
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We could learn a lot from the next
generations, in fact, they should help and
advise us on how to modernise the sector



I would gain as much overall knowledge about the

industry as possible and find out all the different avenues

you could enter, however do not be concerned if it doesn't

work out at first - there are so many different pathways to

travel and at an early age we still have a lot of life

decisions.

Patience is the key - you cannot climb any ladder without

lots of hard work and determination (and, at times, some

luck), but perseverance will get you where you want to go.

Work hard, be loyal, show passion and somewhere,

somehow by someone you will get noticed.

When you are in your career never be afraid of showing

initiative - talk to your colleagues and managers and tell

them your ideas - show interest- people learn from

people, and what you may be thinking may be the solution

to a long term problem or issue - so don't shy away from

your own creative ideas and thoughts.

Don't be afraid to take a step outside your comfort zone -

we can't be good at everything and it is only by

undertaking new challenges and pushing ourselves a bit

that we grow as individuals.

Never pass up the opportunity to learn something new,

you never know when it will come in handy one day.

Take constructive criticism on the chin- throughout your

career you will cross paths with many skilled and far more

experienced than yourself - there is learning to be had

from everyone.

Finally, always try and have fun!

For anyone considering a career in construction, what

would you advise them?

What part do you feel HR play within the Industry?

Whilst many leaders and business owners do not share my

view, I am a huge believer in my staff being the driving force

who hold the highest value within my businesses. 

Yes, I have had some tough decisions to make which involved

people, but that is all part of the role of managing a business,

but I can assure you, no tough decision affecting individuals is

an easy one.

Again, I have to be a little careful with what I say here given

your career, but HR, whilst seen at times to be purely admin or

wages actually have so many skillsets and experiences which

we must call upon when we are in business. 

For me, why wouldn't I go to HR for support with my people

decisions, just the same as I would use the sales team for my

commercial decisions? 

Having first hand experience, I think many businesses are

unaware of exactly how much value an HR expert can bring to

their business.
 

The pure amount of employment law, best practice, case

history, knowledge, precedents, structure, and organisational

development that good HR professionals know, way surpasses

my own skills in that area, so, for me, HR is a vital and integral

part of any business who wishes to look after their staff.

I have also always found my HR departments to be the driving

force behind management training and development alongside

increasing business performance. 

For me, HR is always an essential in business not a desirable...
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Current 'Talking Points' 

HR helps you grow through 
what you go through 



When there is any spare time
outside work and after spending
time with family and dogs,
listening to Gary Numan and
enjoying a nice glass of fine red
wine you will find Mike sitting
quietly and patiently on the side
of a lake (mainly in France),
waiting to catch the 'perfect'
carp.
He's always telling the team
about how big his catches are
(as you can see from his picture
- left) and we never believe
him... 
But it appears from the picture
below that he's not fibbing after
all !! 

Man Utd or City?

Red or White Wine?

Dogs or Cats?

Sun or Snow?

Fishing or Gary Numan?

Five killer questions:

CITY

RED

DOGS

SUN

That's not fair!

What does spare time look like?

S P A R E  T I M E

 France, 64lb 4oz - called Doris
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Where does construction fit in
the duos future?

As a duo destined to stay in the
industry for the foreseeable future,
the plan currently sees two
different pathways;

Mike is not yet ready to hang up his
work boots from the corporate
world as there are too many
exciting projects and innovative
challenges coming to the forefront
that he thrives to manage and see
through to fruition. 

On the other path, Dawn sees the
future managing their award
winning family business, still in
construction, but offering expert
HR and business advice to the
world of SMEs who do not have the
internal support they need to
confidently and effectively manage
all their people issues.

The Lanes family business is 
CIHR, Construction Industry HR,
[a sub-division of Lanes HR] which
is an outsourced provider of HR
and business advice specifically to
the Construction Industry.

However, the last 12 months -
whilst providing endless support to
Clients surrounding Covid,
Furlough, Self-Employment,
Hybrid Working, Risk Assessments
etc - has also seen huge
concentrated efforts on expanding
the company to offer many other
services through a new partnered
approach which sees 19 new and
highly experienced professionals
into the team in an additional 3
locations.
Northampton, Milton Keynes and
London

Human Resources
Payroll & Accountancy
H&S / Quality / Environment
Training & Development
Business Growth & Rescue

The Company now has 5
additional divisions under the
original Lanes brand covering:
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